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NEW JERSEY- Refusing to back down from allegations of using the last of the Polaroid film, 
local flatmate, Alex Dell'Aquila disrupted not only what would have been the greatest Friendsgiving to 
record but also the final match of Stump. “It wasn't me, man. I just looked at the thing and it took 
itself.” The accused claimed through mixed shouts of despair and betrayal.

 “It really is a shame. They were only ten minutes away from breaking the record of hottest 
Friendsgiving since 1983.” Reported local Guinness World Record referee, standing next to the warmth
of the awesome fire pit that was put into their sick backyard. 

 Hopeful of snapping fantastic group memorabilia, the owner of the Polaroid picked it up only to see a 
big fat zero of film staring him right back in the eyes, and next to it, was even worse. A cheap upshot 
selfie taken with such coldness that the film will frost if not kept carefully.



 “I mean, yeah, he's always been an asshole but this...” Obviously upset, tears wetting his eyes, other 
housemate, Shane Cormier stepped away. “This is just beyond Alex. We don't know what to do with 
him anymore.”

 Upon the discovery, owner of this now cheap selfie, Jaime Cormier, confronted Alex admist what was 
also to be, the most intense game of Stump to record since 1897. A confrontation in front of 19 people 
jam packed around a stump in a garage and all the guilty had to say was, “I don't know who that is.”

 “At first, I had pity for him. I thought maybe it was a severe case of Face Blindness.” Jaime Cormier 
reported once Officer Brodeur arrived to the scene. “But when I looked into his eyes, I saw nothing. It 
was just darkness. I think he had this planned from the start.”

 The ruthless image was confiscated from suspect Dell'Aquila's girlfriend, Sabrina Curry, who had 
hurriedly tucked it into a hidden inner pocket of her jacket. The police confiscated a one hitter, a 
lipstick knife, and the skin of a dead pig's face from Miss Curry's pockets as well. 

 “Well, that's just Sabrina. We can't hate her. She likes dressing up. She's a real jokester, that one.” 
Shane Cormier reported when questioned about the discoveries within. “I enjoy stabbing people too.” 
Said dryly and without pity by Jaime Cormier as his fingers ran over the excellent Polaroids that were 
taken before slipping into tears at the empty space where the group photo should have been.
 
 Alex Dell'Aquila has since been taken into custody and will have his first court hearing on January 1, 
2018. The date is tentative as police are now matching cold cases of abused Polaroid films across the 
years and states, from visits to Ohio to distraught tourists who had ordered a Lyft, only to be picked up 
by Alex and have their remaining film strips destroyed.

 “He looked us in the eyes and laughed as the flash went off on his poorly angled selfie.” An 
anonymous, shaken Polaroid owner reported. “We just needed a Lyft to our hotel...” The victim was 
unable to give further comment out of fear of retribution. 

 “It's the Alex I know. But I don't really care if he gets the chair. I'd want to watch, anyways.” Miss 
Curry commented with a crying Jaime leaning against her, sporting a new hole in his kidney from the 
butterfly knife the police had failed to confiscate. 



(Pictured above)The only remaining Polaroids alongside a found photo of Sai Baba, in hopes of filling the hole in this household's heart.

 See page 6 for more on this retched tragedy. 


